ITShastra India’s “Development and Support” unit appraised
at CMMI Level 3
6th May, 2014, Mumbai : ITShastra India Pvt.Ltd, today announced that its “Development and
support” unit has been appraised at CMMI - DEV V1.3 Maturity Level 3 of the CMMI Institute’s
Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI). The appraisal was performed by Trendz Process
Consulting Pvt. Ltd. in partnership with TUV Rheinl and India Private Limited
CMMI is a process improvement approach that provides organizations with the essential elements of
effective processes that ultimately improves their performance.
ITShastra India Pvt. Ltd has demonstrated a capability of operating as per the requirements of CMMIDEV V1.3 for its units. The organization with its team has very well adapted to this high standard of
process excellence and enabled its clients to realize the value of business excellence through these
process frameworks. Although ITShastra has shown compliance to the Maturity Level 3 standards,
there have been several best practices which are much beyond this interim milestone of process
excellence.
“This appraisal proves ITShastra’s constant devotion to provide their best to their clients.” said Prasad
Nagool, CEO of ITShastra. IT is becoming an inseparable art of every business and organizations are
looking for a trustworthy IT- partner who will hold their processes to the highest standards. The CMMI
Level 3 rating provides our clients with an assurance that quality continues to define our organization.”
About ITShastra:
ITShastra is a one-stop solution to a company’s IT design and development needs. As an ISO
9001:2008 and Microsoft Certified Partner Company based in Mumbai, ITShastra is incorporated with
a mission to assist their clients achieve their business goals and get the maximum ROI on their IT
investments. Having made its mark in custom software development, website development, ASP.Net,
Java, Open Source, PHP, Web Application Development, Mobile apps Development and offshore IT
outsourcing services, ITShastra expertise in the design and development of robust and scalable web
and mobile applications development. ITShastra believes in delivering the best-in-class assessment,
design, testing, procurement, integration and support services – customized to meet a client’s needs
and requirement.
About CMMI Institute:
CMMI is the result of more than 20 years of ongoing work at Carnegie Mellon University by members
of industry, government, and the Software Engineering Institute. Powered by Carnegie Mellon, the
CMMI Institute is working to build upon CMMI’s success, advance the state of the practice, accelerate
the development and adoption of best practices, and provide solutions to the emerging needs of
businesses around the world.

